This paper addresses a fuzzy set based evolving modeling (FBeM) approach and the task of forecasting exchange rates in order to perform trading strategies. FBeM is a granular computing technique that uses fuzzy information granules to model nonstationary functions providing functional and linguistic approximations. As an application, this work considers the BRL/USD exchange rate market data for the period from January 2000 to October 2012. Comparisons in terms of goodness of fit and based on trading performance indicators includes the granular model against a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), an autoregressive moving average (ARMA), a naïve strategy and some state of the art evolving fuzzy systems. Computational results suggest that the FBeM model statistically outperforms the alternative approaches.
Introduction
Forecasting exchange rate trend is a challenging task due to its high nonlinear, time-varying and noisy environment. Several factors such as economic activity, trader's expectations, political events, and inflation influence the dynamic of currency markets. Therefore, new tools and techniques are needed in dealing with exchange rate prediction, since the traditional econometric approach based on autoregressive moving average (ARMA) models has been criticized by their limitations to reply the dynamics inherent to exchange rate time series [1, 2] . Moreover, the development of a timely and accurate trading decision-making tool is the key for traders to make profits [3] .
Due to their success in financial forecasting, artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been adopted as an alternative method in the prediction of exchange rates [4, 5, 6] . Recently, the literature focused the application of different kinds of structures of ANNs such as Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP), Recurrent, Radial Basis and Psi Sigma Networks to the problem of foreign exchange rate forecasting and trading [7, 8, 9, 10] . In the trade strategy based on forecasts, the ANN models achieve higher returns (profits) when compared to traditional ARMA models.
However, the main drawback with ANNs is their black-box nature, revealing difficulty in interpreting the results by not providing an insight into the dynamic of the interactions between the technical indicators and the currency market fluctuations [11] . Another challenge in ANN approaches is the learning process for models with memory like recurrent networks, essential for time-dependent environments, which requires intensive training and suffers low convergence, revealing a key problem in dynamic markets [12] .
To overcome these limitations, the use of fuzzybased models provides both predictive accuracy and interpretation to deal with complex real-world problems. Unlike traditional sets, fuzzy sets allow for the concept of partial membership. This enables discrimination between elements that are relevant to the phenomenon of interest and those of borderline importance that involve imprecision and uncertainty. Moreover, information granules can be processed using fuzzy logic whereby each linguistic term describes a fuzzy set, providing an interpretable system [13] . Recent studies have been revealing the high potential of fuzzy models to deal with financial time series, including exchange rate forecasting [14, 3, 15, 16] . In general, they considered evolving fuzzy systems, constructed by fuzzy rules in a form of "If-Then" statements, comprising an adaptive structure based on streaming data [17, 18] .
In this paper, we investigate the financial forecasting performance of fuzzy granular evolving modeling by benchmarking their trading results over the Brazilian BRL/USD daily exchange rate with a MLP, an ARMA model, a naïve trading strategy and some state of the art evolving fuzzy modeling approaches. Evolving granular systems lay emphasis on granulated views of detailed data and computing with granules coarser than the data in order to simplify complex real-world problems and provide low cost solutions [19] .
Evolving granular modeling comes as an approach to capture the essence of streaming data and as a framework to extrapolate spatio-temporal correlations from lower-level raw data, providing a more abstract human-like representation of them [20, 21, 22] . Here, we analyze a fuzzy set based evolving modeling (FBeM) approach, proposed by Leite et al. [19] , which uses fuzzy-type information granules to construct granular maps. FBeM models combine functional and linguistic fuzzy systems to provide singular and granular approximation of nonstationary functions. The linguistic component provides model interpretation and encloses possible model outputs. The functional component is derived from input data and real-valued local functions, producing more accurate approximators.
These advantages overcome the limitations derived from ANNs models and also comprise an autonomous mechanism without requiring expert knowledge or even specific assumptions about the data, which is essential for dynamic environments such as exchange rates. Hence, due to these motivations, the contribution of this paper concerns the application of the FBeM approach to the task of exchange rate forecasting in order to perform trading strategies.
After this introduction, the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the FBeM approach is presented. Section 3 describes the data used for this research, the competing forecasting models and the metrics for comparisons in terms of goodness of fit and trading performance. The empirical results are given in Section 4 while Section 5 provides some concluding remarks and suggests issues for further investigation.
Fuzzy set based evolving modeling
The fuzzy set based evolving modeling (FBeM) produces higher level information granules in an evolving modeling structure based on streaming data and recursive learning algorithm. A FBeM model is comprised by a set of If-Then fuzzy rules extracted from the data, managing information granules and gradually evolved over time. 
where a i 0 and a i j are the corresponding coefficients. Since Gaussian representation allows all granules to overlap, each rule in FBeM contributes to the system output. The model singular output is obtained as the weighted mean value:
Consequents of rules, B i , also assume Gaussian fuzzy subsets
to assemble granular objects in the output space. The granular output provides useful information than the specific numerical output p, enriching decision making. Moreover, information granules tend to reflect the essence of the structure of the underling data stream and emphasize the interpretability of the result [19] .
There are two main sub-tasks related to FBeM identification: learning rules antecedents and consequents. These sub-tasks are described as follows.
Learning antecedents
FBeM learns online from a stream of instances (x, y) [t] , where y [t] is known given x [t] or will be known at some latter step. The recursive algorithm associated decide when and how to proceed structural and parametric adaptation of models. The learning procedure to evolve fuzzy granular systems FBeM decides on how to accommodate new information given an instance (x, y) [t] . When a new instance does not fit current knowledge, the model creates a new information granule and a rule governing the granule. Otherwise, if a new instance put form, the multivariate structure extension is straightforward. See [19] .
2 Granulation of data into fuzzy objects can be based on grid, tree or scatter partitioning.
fits current knowledge, the procedure adapts existing granules and rules. Furthermore, the quotient structure of fuzzy rules may be optimized, coarsed or refined, according to inter-granules relationships.
FBeM model can start from scratch. Rules are constructed and evolve when data are input. When a new granule γ c is created, a rule R c+1 is added to the current rule base
does not activate the current collection of rules, a new granule is created. It is assumed that x [t] brings new information about the system. As a new instance x [t] arrives, a new granule is created if the following condition holds:
where ρ ∈ [0, 1] is a threshold value determining the granularity of FBeM models. If ρ is set to zero, the system is structurally stable and unable to capture eventual concept shift. On the other hand, if ρ equals 1, FBeM creates a rule for each new instance, which is not practical [21] . Since a new granule γ c+1 is created, membership functions A c+1 j and B c+1 are initiated as follows:
The coefficients of local-valued polynomials p c+1 are set to:
As stated by [19] , this initial parametrization gives preference to design of granules balanced along all dimensions rather than granules with unbalanced geometry, following the principle of balanced information granularity [23] .
If a new instance x [t] does not satisfy the condition in (3), the rule base need adaptation, i. 
The most active rule for x [t] is then chosen for adaptation by updating the model value and the spread of membership functions A i j recursively:
where ω i is the number of times that the granule γ i has been activated by the data stream. Adaptation of fuzzy sets of rule consequents B i uses output data y [t] . Moreover, polynomial coefficients a i 0 and a i j are updated according to recursive weighted least squares (wRLS).
As mentioned before, the granularity threshold ρ impacts model accuracy and transparency. To alleviate guesses on how fast and how often the structure of the data changes, the parameter ρ takes values in the interval according to prediction errors comprising a recursive adaptation framework. Let E be the squared error between predictions p(x [t] ) and actual value y [t] , then
Hence, ρ learning values for itself from
where η is a learning rate and E D the desired prediction error. We also assume ρ [0] = 0.5 as default initial value.
As the expansion of granules occurs, relationships among pairs of granules may be strong enough to justify a granule structure. In order to avoid redundant granules and to construct a more concise structure, the quotient structure was coarsened based on a distance measure between granules. Considering Gaussian membership functions as internal representatives of granules, the distance between two different granules, γ i1 and γ i2 , is computed as follows:
Choosing the pair of granules with the lowest entry of D(·), if this entry is less or equal than a threshold ∆, a new granule γ i , coarsening of γ i1 and γ i2 , is represented by Gaussian membership function with modal value
and spread
Therefore, the coefficients of the new local polynomial are:
The mechanism of coarsening granules reduces the number of rules and redundancy. Moreover, the FBeM deletes granules when they become inactive during a number of processing steps, h r . This mechanism ensures to keep the rule base updated. Once the structure of the FBeM is defined and established, the problem of parameter identification becomes important, as described below.
Learning consequents
Estimation of the parameters of the consequent linear models can be formulated as a least squared problem [24] . The output can be represented by:
where
T denotes the fuzzily weighted extended inputs vector, x e = 1 x T T is the expanded input data vector,
is the normalized firing level of
T represents the vector of parameters of the rule base, and
n ] is the vector of consequent parameters.
Since the actual target output is provided at each step, the parameters of the consequents can be updated using weighted recursive least squares algorithm wRLS [24] considering locally or globally optimization. This paper uses the locally optimal error criterion that minimizes the following error criterion:
where T is the sample size. There are not only fuzzily coupled linear subsystems and streaming data, but also structure evolution, therefore the optimal update of the parameters of the local subsystem i is given by [24] :
where Σ i 1 = ΩI, I is a (n + 1) × (n + 1) identity matrix, Ω denotes a large number, usually Ω = 1000, and Σ a dispersion matrix.
FBeM algorithm
The detailed steps of the FBeM model are as follows. All the steps of the algorithm are noniterative. The model can develop/evolve an existing model when the data pattern changes, and by being recursive it means that it is computationally efficient. 
BEGIN

Data
In this paper, we considered the daily closing BRL/USD (Brazilian Real/Dollar) exchange rate from 3 January 2000 trough 26 October 2012. The data period is partitioned into two sub-periods namely training and validation data sets. The training data set covers the period from 3 January 2000 to 31 December 2009. The remaining data comprises the validation set (out-of-sample). This mechanism is only necessary for ARMA and MLP models, since evolving fuzzy systems can start from scratch avoiding training steps.
The BRL/USD data was transformed into stationary daily series of returns using:
where y t is the rate of return and P t is the price level at time t.
Forecasting models
We compared the performance of the FBeM model with MLP, ARMA models, a naïve strategy and some state of the art evolving fuzzy models for forecasting and trading the BRL/USD exchange rate. The naïve strategy simply takes the most recent period change as the best prediction of the future change, i.e., a simple random walk model. The model is defined by:
where y t is the actual rate of return at period t and ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) the error term with variance σ 2 . Autoregressive moving average models (ARMA) assume that a time series depends on its previous values and on previous residual values, taking the form:
where α i and β j , for i = 1, 2, . . . , p and j = 1, 2, . . . , q, are regression coefficients and the residual weights respectively, ε t the residual at period t such that ε ∼ N (0, σ 2 ε ), and σ 2 ε the model variance. The MLP model presents nonlinear neurons for hidden layers with tangent hyperbolic transfer functions and a linear output. It is a feed forward network trained with back-propagation algorithm using descent gradient. Finally the empirical analysis include some state of the art evolving fuzzy models such as eTS [25] , xTS [17] , ePL [26] and eTS+ [24] .
Performance measurement
Comparison of BRL/USD forecasts was done assuming one-step ahead forecast and using as error criterion the mean absolute error (MAE), mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), and root mean squared error (RMSE):
where y t andŷ t are the actual and predicted returns at time t, and T is the sample size. Moreover, we applied the Diebold-Mariano [27] statistic test which evaluates the null hypothesis of equal predictive accuracy. The alternative hypothesis states that one model can be considered as a better predictor than some other model in terms of goodness of fit. Moreover, it is a widely approach used for forecasting model validation concerning applications related to economic and finance. If T is the sample size and e 
The Diebold-Mariano statistic is based on the loss differentials:
The null hypotheses testes based on the d
whereV
Besides the model's fitness one also evaluates their trading performance according to annualized returns (R A ), cumulative returns (R C ), annualized volatility (σ A ) and maximum drawdown (MD), described as follows:
whereȳ t is the mean value of returns.
Empirical results
We examine the BRL/USD exchange rate over the period from January 2000 to October 2012. The BRL/USD series was transformed into a stationary daily series of rate returns. Figure 1 shows the dataset in level and in terms of rate returns. The summary statistics of the BRL/USD returns, shown in Table 1 , reveal positive skewness and high kurtosis. The Jarque-Bera [28] statistic confirms that the BRL/USD return series is non-normal at the 95% level. The inputs selection for FBeM, MLP and the evolving models was conducted based on the return series partial autocorrelation function (PACF) analysis. Simulations considering the significant lags in the PACF and models' performance indicated as inputs a set of autoregressive terms of the BRL/USD returns: y t and y t−2 . Therefore, predictions were performed for one-step-ahead horizon, i.e., y t+1 .
To estimate the ARMA model, the autoregressive and moving average parameters range in the following intervals, respectively, 1 ≤ p ≤ 15 and 1 ≤ q ≤ 15. An ARMA(2,1) model was chosen as the best for the in-sample estimation and can be specified as follows:
After an extensive experimentation, the MLP model with best performance presents the characteristics shown in Table 2 FBeM control parameters were chosen according simulation experiments to produce better performance in terms of fitness. The model adopted the following values: η = 0.01, ∆ = 0.08, h r = 70 and E D = 0.007. Finally, Table 3 indicates the evolving fuzzy models control parameters setting 3 . To evaluate models forecasts, the MAE, the MAPE and the RMSE statistics were computed for 3 The xTS model does not require control parameters. Table 3 : Evolving fuzzy models control parameters.
the out-of-sample subset. Table 4 : Summary of out-of-sample statistical performance.
Besides the models goodness of fit, this paper also compares them in statistical terms. Hence, the Diebold-Mariano [27] statistic for predictive accuracy is also computed for both MSE and MAE loss functions, as described in Section 3. The results of the Diebold-Mariano statistic, comparing the FBeM model with each other method are summarized in Table 5 . The Diebold-Mariano test were performed to couples of forecasts, i.e., FBeM vs. another forecasting model. The null hypothesis of equal predictive accuracy is rejected for all comparisons and for both loss functions at 5% confidence level, since |s MSE | > 1.96 and |s MAE | > 1.96. Therefore, the statistical superiority of the FBeM model forecasts is confirmed as for both loss functions the realizations of the statistic are negative.
In order to evaluate the results in a real-world application, trading strategies were applied for all forecasting methods. The trading strategy is to go or stay "long" when the forecasting return is above zero and go or stay "short" when the forecast return is below zero. The "long" and "short" BRL/USD positions are defined as buying and selling Brazilian Reals at the current price respectively. The models were also compared in terms of computational complexity concerning the final number of rules/nodes and processing (cpu) time, which results are shown in Table 7 . One may see that the models show similar performance, except the MLP model which presents a high processing time. Table 7 : Models computational complexity.
Besides the high potential of the FBeM in the problem of trading and forecasting the BRL/USD exchange rate, the model recursively adapts its structure to match current knowledge about the system, as in all evolving techniques. Figure 2 shows the number of rules evolution of the FBeM model. We can note that the number of rules increases, reaching the maximum value equal 6, in the periods of BRL/USD returns high volatility (Figure 2) .
One must note that the FBeM model provides functional and linguistic output terms, which may be employed to improve decision making process by labeling the output granules in order to give some insight about the system or even about the trading rules. Rules of particular interest can be displayed at any time. The rule base at the final process is: From this rule base, the consequents output membership functions may be interpreted as "low returns" and "high returns", for example, improving the model interpretability.
Conclusion
This paper applies a fuzzy set based evolving model (FBeM) to a one-day-ahead forecasting and trading task of the Brazilian Real/Dollar (BRL/USD) exchange rate. The FBeM model recursively granulates data instances to output singular and linguistic granular approximations. The trading performance of the granular method was compared with a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) neural network, an autoregressive moving average model (ARMA), a naïve strategy and some state of the art evolving fuzzy models like eTS, xTS, ePL and eTS+. Using the BRL/USD exchange rate series from January 2000 to October 2012, models comparisons were conducted based on error measures, statistical tests and trading performance indicators. Results have shown the effectiveness of the FBeM approach by its best trading measures in terms of annualized and cumulative returns. Besides the statistical superiority and the high potential to describe the BRL/USD nonlinear behaviour, FBeM allows the construction of decision making rules according to its linguistic outputs, improving the results in terms of interpretability. Future studies shall concern the application of a time-varying leverage in the trading strategies as well as the inclusion of transaction costs in the model.
